Symmetrie Integration Rules for Hypercubes
II. Rule Projection and Rule Extension
By J. N. Lyness
Abstract. A theory is described which facilitates the construction of highdimensional integration rules. It is found that, for large n, an n-dimensional integration rule of degree 2t + 1 man be constructed requiring a number of function
evaluations of order 2'n ¡t\. In an example we construct a 15-dimensional rule of
degree 9 which requires 52,701 function evaluations. The corresponding number for
the product Gaussian is 3 X 1010.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a theory of rule
extension by which an s-dimensional rule of particular degree may be used to construct an r-dimensional rule of predetermined degree. This is a generalisation of the
process which leads to a product rule. The particular feature of this process is that
it is a linear process; once a set of nonlinear equations have been solved to obtain
the s-dimensional rule, the higher-dimensional rule may be obtained by the application of linear algebraic formulae. In this paper we derive hitherto unpublished
integration rules. The only nonlinear equations whose solution we assume are the
Legendre equations, whose roots are the points used for function evaluation in the
Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula (Gauss [1]).
Sections 2, 3, and 4 are devoted entirely to the theory of rule projection and
extension and to consideration of the degree of the consequent rules. Sections 6 and
7 give specific types of rules derived by using this theory in a straightforward manner
to extend the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula. In Section 8 the rules obtained
in Section 7 are shown to be of possible practical use and are used to establish a
conjecture of Thacher [9].
In Part I (Lyness [5]) we introduced notation to describe integration rules. We
assume without reference in this part the definitions of Part I and some of the results based on these definitions. In particular, the basic rule, expressed as a convolution product,
n

<R(ai ,a2,---,a„)=

(R(ax) * (R(a2) ■• • * (R(a„) = Ü &(<*»),

and the composite rule,

ßu) = E £>«<n)>
are assumed together with the definition of degree and the result that the degree of
a product rule (fía))n is the same as that of the one-dimensional rule Ä(1>.
In order to facilitate later generalisations, we consider a hypercube of edge 1
and so we set a = J in the definitions of Part I. Also, for this reason we make no
explicit use of the error coefficients C2,12«J-..(i2).The use of ñ/n as in Section 4 of
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Part I in connection with cytolic integration is discontinued. Instead we use the
superscript to indicate the dimension of a rule and a subscript to indicate its degree.
R(,+\ is an n-dimensional integration rule of degree 2t + 1.
2. Rule Projection. It is well known that an n-dimensional integration rule may
be used to construct an (n — 1 ) -dimensional integration rule by projection from
the n-dimensional space to an (n — 1)-dimensional space. For example, if we apply
the basic three-dimensional rule (Ria, ß, y) which uses 48 points to a function/(x, y)
independent of z, we find immediately that we obtain an identical result to that
obtained if we were to apply the rule

i((A(ß,y)+<R(y,a)+(n(a,ß))
to the function/(x,
y). We describe this two-dimensional
(Ria, ß, y) and write

(2.1)

rule as the projection of

(Ria, ß, y) => <P(<R(a,ß, y)) = J(<R(0,7) + <R(y,a) + <R(«,ß)),

the symbol => being read as 'projects onto' and the operator

(P as 'the projection

of.
We define the projection of an r-dimensional
sional rule as follows:

basic rule onto an (r — ^-dimen.

(2.2)

<Riax,a2,

••• ,ar)

=> (P((R(ai , a2 , ■•■ , ar))

= -£

r

r

Ü

&(«>)•

r j—i i=x-,i7ij

It follows by inspection that if / is a function of r — 1 variables, then
(2.3)

(R(r)/(x!, Xi, ■■■ , xr-x) = ((P(<R(r)))fixx,

We define the projection
basic rules <Jt<rby

(2.4)

x2, • • ■ , xr_0.

of a composite rule R(r) in terms of the projection

of

Rlr) = £ É.-cV"=* (P(ñ<r))= E ¿¿(P((R/r))

and we find, as for the basic rules, that if / is a function of r — 1 variables, then

(2.5)

RMfixx, Xi, ■■■ , xr_0 = (<9(Rlr)))f(xi,

For convenience, we introduce a zero-dimensional

(2.6)

(Ria) =>(P((R(a))

x2, ■■■ , xr_0.

rule é with the property

= 0

and
(2.7)

á*(R(r)

= (R(r).

Making use of this symbol ê where necessary, we may establish,

using straight-

forward algebra, that
(2.8)

6>iviRxM + v°-Rt(r)) = •ji<P(ÄiCrt) + 2/2(P(A2Cr))

and
(2.9)

(PiRxM *R2°)

= —l— {si<PiRxl,))) *R2U) + tRx(,)*(PiR2U))\.
s +

Í
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Applying this to a product rule, we find
(2.10)

(P((Ä(1))")

= (ñ(1))n_1.

We now extend slightly the definition of projection. We define the s-dimensional
projection ß(,> of an r-dimensional rule #<r) (0 ;£ s < r) as the result of r — s
successive projections of RM. For example, the one-dimensional projection of the
three-dimensional rule (Ria, ß, y) is (P((P((R(a, ß,y))) and, using (2.2) twice, we
see that

(2.11)

(R(a,ß,y)^(Pi<Pi<Ria,ß,y)))

= $(öt(a) + (Riß) + <Riy)).

(The symbol => is used to describe any number of projections but the operator (P
has been defined to project onto a dimension lower by one than the dimension of
the rule on which it operates.) It follows that all rules ß(r> project onto S,

(2.12)
(2.13)

ft<r> => a,
(Rm)"=>Rm,

and that if Rir) =>Ä(t), then
(2.14)

RMfixx, x2, • • • , x«) = Rl,)fixx, Xi, ■■■ , x.).

3. Rule Extension. The technique of rule projection described in the previous
section is not by itself a powerful technique for deriving integration rules. It provides a method of deriving an (r — 1)-dimensional rule if an r-dimensional rule is
known. In general, the opposite situation prevails, i.e., we may know many one- or
two-dimensional rules and be interested in determining rules in higher dimensions.
We consider in this section an inverse process to that of rule projection. We term
this process 'rule extension'.
A particular case of rule extension is the n-dimensional product rule, which is
well known. A method for obtaining an integration formula for an (n + ^-dimensional cone if a formula is known for its n-dimensional base is given by Hammer,
Marlowe and Stroud [2]. Also Stroud [8] shows how to construct a formula of degree
3 for the cartesian product R, X Rs of an r-dimensional region RT and an s-dimensional region Rs, provided that formulas of degree 3 are known for Rr and R,. In
both of these cases, the formulas are of different types than those discussed here.
To illustrate the method we suppose that we wish to find a three-dimensional
extension of the two-dimensional basic rule (Ria, ß). It is convenient to introduce
an arbitrary coordinate y which we term the extension coordinate. We then look for
a three-dimensional rule Ä(3 in the form
(3.1)

ß<3) = \x<Ria,ß,y)

+\i(Riß,y,y)

+ X3öt(a,7,7)

+ \i(Riy,y,

We make use of the projections

(Pi<Ria,ß,y))

=$<Riß,y)

+ ¿ <R(7, a) + i öt(a, 0).

<?i<Riß,
y, y) ) = 1 <H(7,y) + f (Riß,y),
(3.2)

<?i(Ria, 7, 7) ) = \ <R(7,7) + f <Riy,a),
<?i<Riy, y, y))

= «(7,7).

y).
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The condition that R{3 projects onto (Ria, ß) then leads to four equations in the
four unknowns Xi, X2, X3, and X4. The solution is Xi = 3, X2 = X3= —f, X4= 1,
so the rule Ra is

(3.3)

Ä<3)= 3<R(a, ß, 7) - §(R(/3,7, 7) - §<R(a, 7, 7) + <H(7,7, 7)

We term Ä<3)the three-dimensional extension of (Ria, ß) using extension coordinate
7 and write it in terms of an extension operator E23iy)
(3.4)

ñ(3> =E23iy)(Ria,ß).

It should be noted that the extension coordinate 7 may be any positive number or
zero. Moreover, ¿?<3)is not defined as the only three-dimensional rule which projects onto (Ria, ß), but merely one of the form (2.1). The choice of 7 sometimes is
based on the number of points viRm) which the rule Rw requires (see Section 5
of Part I). In this case, if a 9e ß and neither is zero, we find v(Ä(3)) is 25, 24 or 88
according as 7 is zero, one of a or ß, or some other value. Thus, in the practice of
rule extension, it is usual to choose as 7 either a coordinate which is already present,
in this case a or ß, or else the value zero.
We now define the (s + 1)-dimensional rule Es*+1iy)(Rialt a2, ■■■ ,a,) as follows:
E.'+1iy)(Riax,a2,

•■•,«»)

= Bo{(Riy)\'+1 + Bx{(Riy)V * {(Riax) + (R(a2) + • • • + (Ria.)}

(3.5)

+ B2\(Riy)}' ' * £

¿=1

£ «(«,.) *(R(a3) 4- •■• + B.tRiy) * II «(«,),

}-i+l

j-l

where

(3.5a)

(-lHs

B,

+ D

- t+ 1

It may be verified, by direct application of the rules for the projection of composite
rules given in the previous section, that
E,'+1(y)(Riax

, a* , • • • , a.) => (P(£/+1(7)(R(a1

, a2 , ■■■ , a.))

(3.6)

= (Riax , a2 , • • • , a,).

The (s + 1)-dimensional extension of an s-dimensional composite rule A(,) is
defined in terms of the extension of basic rules as follows. If

(3.7)

Ru) = £ e.<R,(,).

then
(3.8)

Es'+\y)Ru)

= £í,£;/+1(7)(R,<8).

It is trivial to show that
(3.9)

Using equations

E,8+1iy)Rl,) =* (PiEs'+1iy)RM)

= R('\

(3.5) and (3.8) r — s times, and using the same value of 7
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each time, we may construct an r-dimensional rule RM which we term the r-dimensional extension of Ä(s> using extension coordinate 7. This is defined as

(3.10)

RM = Err_xiy)Er-liy) ■. - E8g+1iy)Ru)=. EJiy)Ru).

It follows from equations (3.8) and (3.10) that

(3.11)
Iteration

£/(7)(££,<R,w)
of equation
E,Tiy)(Riax

(3.12)

= £í¿?/(7)oVs).

(3.5) leads to the formula,
.a,,--,«,)

= Ao{(R(7)]r + A1{(R(7)r"1*i(R(ai)

-f Ai\(Riy)\r-2* £

t=l

£

j=i+l

+(Ria2)

+ ■■■ + (R(at)|

«(«,-)• «(«y) + • • • + A,{(Riy)r>* Ü «(«,-),
j—X

where

(3.12.)

f'-^-t

(r — s) ! s ! (r — /.)

It is sometimes convenient to extend product rules. Letting Ä(1) be a one-dimensional rule and using the techniques of this section, we find without difficulty

that

(3.13) E;iy)iR«y = ^hr^

± ^

(?) l«(r)r

* (**)■.

If s = 1, this becomes
(3.14)

E{(y)Rm

= -(n-l){(R(7)}r

+ n{(R(7)|r"1*ß(1,.

Any rule may be expressed as a linear combination of product rules. Thus, in certain
cases, (3.13) may be used as an alternative to (3.12) to reduce the amount of computation in extending a rule.
Simple examples of rule extension include the following result:

(3.15)

E/iy)

{(Riy)}' = {(Riy)}r.

However, this is the only case in which the extension operator E/iy) operating on
a product rule results in another product rule. The situation is illustrated by considering two-dimensional extensions of Simpson's rule:

(3.16)

Ä. = §<R(0)+i(R(l).

We find that
(3.17)

(ñs)2 = iEx2iO)R,

- \Ex2i\) Rs,

and the corner and vertex rule in two dimensions,

(3.18)

BÍ? = !{<R(0)}2+ 1{(R(1))2 = 2Ex\0)Rs - £i2(l)ns.

Each of the different

rules (Ä«)2, Äc2>, Ex2iy)Rs project

onto Rs.

4. The Degree of an Extended Rule. In Part I we defined the operator / to be
the integration operator. It is convenient to re-define the integration operator in r
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dimensions as follows

(4.1)

I(r)f = [

[

■■■[

f dxxdxi ■■■dxr,

where / is a function of at most the r variables Xi , x2 , • • • , xr. This definition corresponds to the definition in Part I if we set a = \ in that definition. If/is a function of only s of the r variables, we see that
(4.2)

/(r,/(xx,

x2, • • • ,x.)

=Iu)fixx,x2,---

,*.),

r>s.

An n-dimensional integration rule R\+\ of degree 2£ + 1 is one which integrates
correctly all polynomials of degree 2t + 1 or less in the n variables. We restrict
ourselves to symmetric integration rules only. One consequence is that any polynomial which is odd in any variable is integrated to its correct value zero. Moreover, if the rule is constructed so that it integrates correctly a polynomial Xxnix2"2■■■
x„"", then it automatically

integrates

correctly

the polynomial

Xxmix2m%
• ■■ xnmn,

where mx m2 ■■■mn are a permutation of the integers nxn2 • ■• n„ . Thus, a necessary
and sufficient condition that R\Xx is of degree 2/ + 1 is

(4.3)

Rlllf = IMf when / 6 *{+i,

where $S+î is a finite set of functions defined by
$(+i = \ Xinix2n2 ■■■ xn"n such that the n» are non-negative

even

(4.4)
integers, nx ^ n2 è

■• • à«»,

and £ nt < 2t + 1
>=i

It is convenient to establish subsets of this set $i+i ; we construct separate subsets
<(>?+x
which contain only polynomials in exactly m variables. Thus
<t>7+i= { Xinix2"2 • • • xm"™such that the n¿ are non-negative

even

(4.5)
integers,

nx è n2 è

■• • è nm > 0, and £

n< < 2i -f 1 >.

An example of these sets (i = 4) is

W - il),
,1(2

05
,2

05
^

'

.3

05
,4

05

4

6

8i

— ( Xx , Xx , Xx , Xx ) ,
(22

42

62

4

4,

= |Xi X2 , Xx Xi , Xx X2 , XxXi],
(222

42

2.

= {XiXüXs , X!X2X3 ¡,
_ i

2

2

2

2>

— ( Xx Xi X3 Xi j ,

05™= Í },
These twelve polynomials have to be integrated

m â 5.
exactly by any n > 4 dimensional

rule Ä5<n>of degree 9. Moreover, if R(n) satisfies the twelve equations
when / is one of these twelve functions, then B(n) is of degree 9.

Rln)f = Iin)f
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Trivial consequences of these definitions are

(4.7)

#& =#SrMu*7+ll

(4.8)

#& =*!+1u«i+1u...u*r+i,

(4.9)

*r+x= {l,

(4.10)
(4.11)

S& = #iÎÏP>
0;+p2 0«r

mii

+ l,

p = 0, 1, 2, ■• • ,
p=0, 1,2, ....

Using (4.7) we see that

(4.12)

^"í"*'2 &+i,

p =0,1,2,

.••.

Moreover, if n < t, we may use (4.11) in the form

(4.13)

0Í+1 2 0'B+i,

n < t,

together with (4.8) to establish

(4.14)

*^2

0°„+iU0ln+iU ■•• U*:+1>

n<t.

The right-hand side of (4.14) is *i+i and, using this together with (4.10), we find

(4.15)

*&\ 2 *!& = «i+ï*'

n < t, p = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

We make explicit use of (4.7), (4.10), (4.12), and (4.15) in this section and in Sec-

tion 7.
We now establish the following Theorems:
Theorem

4.1. If Rr

=» ß s, the degree of Ris is at least as great as the degree of

RM.

Proof. If Ä(r) is of degree 2< + 1, then

ß(r,/=/(r)/,
but if s < r, equation

when /<E*ffi

(4.12) states that

Thus
ß">/=/<"/,

when

/€*&.

All elements of #t+i are functions of s or fewer variables. Thus, using (2.14) and

(4.2),
RMf = Ru)f, when /€*{&,
/(r)/ = /<"/,

when / € *{Ä .

ß(8)/ = /(,)/,

when

Hence,
/ € *&

.

This is the condition that A(,) is of degree 2t + 1 and so establishes

the Theorem

4.1.
Theorem
4.2. 7/ Rir) => ß(,) and ß(,) is of degree 2í + 1, íAe degree of ß<r) is a¿
least 2t + 1, wAere < = min(s, <)•
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Proof.

RMf =/<•>/ when / € *i4?iUsing (2.14) and (4.2),
ß(,)/ = ß(r)/,

when

/€*&,

/<*>/ = /<'>/, when

/ € *& .

ß(r)/

/€•&.

Hence,

If sei,

= /<r)/,

when

(4.10) states
*i+i = *i+i

for

sä

í.

Thus

ß(7 = IMf, when / e *& ,

sei.

Hence, the degree of ß(r) is 2< + 1. If s < í, (4.15) states

*í;,i2*í;,i = 0í;)i>

*<í.

Thus,
ß(r)/ = /<r)/,

when

/ G *&

,

Hence, the degree of ß<r> is 2s + 1.
In both cases the degree of ß<r> is 2[min(s, t)] + 1. This establishes

s <t.

Theorem

4.2.
5. Construction of High-Dimensional Low-Degree Rules. Theorems 4.1 and
4.2 provide directly a method for generating integration rules. Once the tedious
task of calculating an s-dimensional integration rule ß<+i of degree 2t + 1 has been
completed, we may construct n > s dimensional rules of degree 2t + 1, where
t = min(s, t), merely by applying the formulae of Section 3. This may be done in
a wide variety of ways. We may simply calculate the rule Es"iy)R(t+i, which gives
us a one-parameter system of such rules. Instead, we may proceed as follows. We
may express ßi+i in terms of its constituent basic rules and extend each basic rule
using, possibly, a different extension parameter for each extension. This may be
expressed as follows:

RÏÀ = i—1
£ {,<r/"?
ßWi = £ fcK-i(7i.»)tó(7.,«-i)

■■■E,'+1(yi..+l)(ili('\

It is easy to verify that
ß(n)

p(s)

lt+1

■

Thus ß(("+i is an n-dimensional rule of degree 2£ -f- 1, where t = min(s, t), which
has (n — s)p arbitrary parameters 7,7 . These parameters may be chosen with any
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end in view, but they are normally chosen to minimise some component of the error.
In the examples in Sections 6 and 7 we choose y = 0, as this has the effect of keeping
the number of function evaluations viRft+x) reasonably small.
The systematic construction of n-dimensional integration rules using this technique and powerful generalisations is being carried out. In this paper we limit ourselves to two simple and practical illustrations.

6. The Rules £,"(0)(((?,+!)'). The one-dimensional it + l)-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula of degree 2£ + 1 is widely discussed in many books on
numerical integration (Gauss [1]). We write it as follows:
[(Í+D/21

(6.1)

Gt+x =

£ f.<R(j9,-).
>-i

The values of f, and ßi are readily available in the literature

(see for example: Kopal

[4]).
The n-dimensional product Gaussian iGt+x)n is, for all values of t and n both
greater than 3, the most efficient in terms of function evaluations of the hitherto
published integration rules. The number of points required by this rule is

(6.2)

K(Gm)n)

= (i + l)n.

However, we may construct

the rule

(6.3)

EtniO)iGt+xy=>iGt+x)'.

Since iGt+i)1 is a product rule, it has the same degree as Gt+1, namely, 2i + 1.

Using Theorem 4.2, the degree of
^n(0)((G4+1)f)

is seen to be 2i + 1. The number of function evaluations required by this rule is
easily calculated using the formulae of Section 5 of Part I. It appears that

viEtniO)iGt+x)')
= 1 + t fy + t2Q + •■• + I1(fy

(6.4)

it even),

= 1 + it + 1)(f) + it + l)2(f)

+ ■■■
+ (i + D'Q

«odd).

In both cases this is a polynomial of degree t in n; the leading term is either it'/t !)n'

or ((Í + 1 )'/*!>'.
If n > t, this rule is usually a considerable improvement (from the point of view
of the required number of points) on the presently available product Gaussian
(G1+i)n of the same degree. In fact, if t is even, the points used by this rule,
E"i0) (G1+i) ', constitute a subset of the points used by (G¡+i)", so
(6.5)

For odd t inequality

viEtniO)iGt+x)')<

VHGl+1)n)

(6.5) is not necessarily

(¿even).

true, though it is certainly

true if t is
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Table 1
Number of Points Required by Certain 15-Dimensional Integration Rules
Degree

3

t

32,768

1
2

5
7

Lower bound

x«)

31
451
30,861
380,301

1.43 X 107
1.07 X 109
3.05 X 1010

3
4

9

iW(0)G¿)

»-«?,?,)

30
420
3,640
21,840

5,381
52,701

The rule GÍ+Vis defined in equation (7.16). The lower bound which applies to
a symmetric rule is derived in a later publication.
*
much smaller than n. The situation is illustrated in Table 1 in which the number of
points required by certain fifteen-dimensional rules are listed.
The only published rule of the form E "i0)iiGt+x)')
is the first nontrivial case

t = 2. In this case, with ß = Vf we have

(6.6)

G3= t<R(0) + miß),

(6.7)

iGs)2 = aföt(0, 0) + #01(0, ß) + WR(ß, ß)-

Substituting

G3 for ßa) into expression (3.13), we find

E2niO)iG3)2

= nin -

l)(n

- 2) j

(6.8)

1 {(RiO)}n-2*[G3
n - 2

2
n - 1 {(R(0)!

Finally, substituting

*(?,+ -n wo)!"

for G3 and G2 and collecting together terms, we find

E2ni0)iG3)2 = T¿*í(25n2 - 115n + 162){(R(0)}n

(6.9)

+ 10n(14 - 5n){(R(0)(""~1* 01(0) + 25n(n - l)|(R(0)(n

This rule is given by Miller [6]. The number of function evaluations

2 * (Riß, ß)\.
it requires is

given by (6.4) above and is

(6.10)

v(Et'(0)(Gt)t)

For large n, this is considerably
(6.11)

= 1+ 2

0 +4G)=

less than
viiG3)n)

2n + 1.

= 3".

7. The Rules G^+l. Instead of making direct use of Theorem 4.2 as it stands,
we may proceed in a slightly more involved way to extend the Gauss-Legendre
quadrature formula. We consider the integration rule,

(7.1)

ßct> = El-xWiGt+x)"1 +*{<R(ft)| ' -0£'Li(O)((R(01))i-1,

where 0 is an adjustable

(7.2)

parameter.

We find, without difficulty, that

(P(ß(,)) = iGt+1)'-\

Now Gt+xis of degree 21 + 1 and so (G,+1)<_1is also of degree 21 + 1. Thus
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(7.3)

(G(+1)'-1/ =/"""/,

when

/ 6 *&».

Using (2.14) and (3.2), together with (7.2), it follows that
(7.4)

ß(0/ = /(0/,

when

/€*&".

We now choose 0 so that ß(,)/ = Iu)f when / is the function x/x/ ■■• x,2, that is,
the only element of 0Í+i. This is done by simple substitution. We find, without

difficulty, that

(7.5)

J?U0)(G,+i)'"Vx22

■• • x,2 = 0,

since this rule evaluates this function at points at which it is zero. Moreover,

(7.6)

EUxiO){(Rißx)}'-Wx22 ■■■x,2 = 0

for the same reason. jß(j3i)}'
coordinates are ßx . Thus

(7.7)

evaluates this function only at points where all the
(22

{(RißxWxxW•••x/

2

„ 2|

= 0:

and the definition (4.1) gives

(7.8)
Thus, with this function/,

/'Va*'

• • • *,' = 1/3'.

the equation R(t)f = J("/gives

(7.9)

0 = l/(3ft2)'.

We define the rule G\+x to be ßc,) given by (7.1) with 0 taking this value. Thus

(7.10) Oí?, = í/í-i(0)(Gí+,)'-1 + j^-

[\<Rißx)Y- El-xWißlißx))'-1].

We have chosen 0 so that

(7.11)

GÍ+V= /(°/, when / € 0|+I.

However, since Gt+x is a special case of ß<0, (7.4) gives

(7.12)

Gftxf = I(,)f, when / € *&°.

Using (4.7), we see that

(7.13)

*!+iU*ít¡,)-*{Vi.

Thus (7.11) and (7.12) taken together yield

(7.14)

G(t'+}xf
= Iil)f, when / 6 *& .

Thus G,(+\ is of degree 2t + 1.
We define an n-dimensional extension of this rule,

(7.15)

Gt(ïî = £,n(0)(?#i,

n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

It is clear that G¡+\ is also of degree 2t + 1. This rule may be written

(7.16) Gill = ^r-i(0)(G(+i)'-1 + ¡—y [ErWlSlißx)}' - EUWKRißx)}'-1).
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The number of function evaluations required by G¡(+íis

r(flftl) - 1 + í (j) + -•• + r1 (,.?,)

(7.17)

=i + (i +1)^4-

+ 2' (f)

... + (i+i)«^

it even),

»J
+ 2' (*)

« odd).

This is clearly fewer than the number used by the rule 2?tn(0)(Gt+i)' of the previous section. That number is given in equation (6.4). In fact, G¡+\ uses as points
for function evaluations a subset of the points used by Etni0) (G,+l) '.
The simplest nontrivial case is that with t = 2. In this case, G3n) is identical
with 2?2"(0)(G3)2 and is given in (6.10). As an example, we construct G4(n). Here

(7.18)

G4 = fi<R(ft) + Wißt),

where

fi = (18 - V30)/36,
ft = (18 +V30)/36,
(7.19)

i812= (15 + 2V30)/35,

ß2 = (15 - 2\/30)/35.
The term ¿?2"(0)(G4)2 is calculated in the same way as the expression ¿?2n(0)(G3)2
was calculated in Section 6. We use (3.13) yet again to calculate ¿?3n(0)((R(/3i))3

and E2niO)i(Rißi))2. The final result for (7.16) with t = 3 is

G4(n)= {<R(0)}"(n - l)(n - 2) (l - ^

+ {(R(O)}"-l*(R(01)n(n-2)(-f,
+ {(R(O)}B-1*(R(02)n(n

(7-20)

+ WOr

+ ^-LD*^

- 2)(-f2)

.«(A,A)»(.

- 1) (£ - ^*)

+ {<R(0)}"-**<R(ft,ft)n(n- Ofcf,
+ {(R(O)}n-2*(R(02,/32)n(n-

+ {(R(O)}"-3*(R(A,ft,0i)n(n

1) Ö.

- l)(n - 2)0/6,

where f i, f2, ßi and /32take the values given in (7.19), and

(7.21)

0 = 1/27A*.

The rule G4<n)is the weighted sum of seven n-dimensional basic rules. The number
of points required is, therefore, the sum of the number required by each separate
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basic rule and is given by (7.17). Thus

(7.22)
We note that

,(a

= i + 2.2(;)i4.4(;)

this is an improvement

+ 8(;).

on i?3"(0)(G4)3 which uses, in addition,

the points required by the basic rules {0t(0))"~3 * (R(ft , ft, ß2), {at(0)}"~3
* «(ft , ft, ft) and {(R(0)}n~3* (R(ft, ft, ft). The expression for v(E,n(0)(G4)')
differs from (7.22) above, the coefficient of the leading term being larger by a
factor of 8. The rule G4<n>is not the most economical. There exists a rule which
uses all but one of the seven basic rules used by G4<n),the omitted rule being
(R(0)n~2 * (R(ft , ft). And for certain values of n, we have constructed rules of degree 7 which use fewer points than this. These rules will be published in due course.
8. j»(ßi+i) as n —* co. The rules constructed in Section 4 establish a conjecture
(Thacher [9]). We state it in the following form:
For fixed d = 2t + 1, there exists a set of integration rules, G¡(+i, GÎ+Î" , ■• • ,
in i, t + 1, • • • dimensions, each of degree d, with the property that

LimuiGilD/2'(f) = 1.
Stated in the form of the original conjecture, for symmetric rules of fixed degree
d = 2t + 1 the number of points required goes up as (2'/i!)n'.
The principal purpose of Section 7 is to derive the result stated above. However,
the integration rules that we have constructed are themselves of possible practical
interest for integration over a high-dimensional hypercube. We exemplify this in
the table by listing the number of points required for n = 15 by the two rules derived here and for the product Gaussian. A lower bound to be derived later is also
listed. We shall show in a forthcoming paper that there exist more economical rules
for n = 15 and d = 3. These are constructed by a simple extension of the methods
in this paper. The important point is that the number of points required, for example, for d = 9 and n = 15, is of the order of 50,000 and need not be thirty thousand million. Thus the possibility of carrying out moderate-degree high-dimensional
integration using integration rules in practice exists.
These integration rules should be used with caution. The referee has pointed
out, quite validly, that the rule G2 6 requires roughly the same number of points
as the rule Gs"5' and integrates exactly a majority of the multinomials integrated
exactly by Gs<16).*
It may, therefore, easily be the case that use of the more complicated G5<15)
instead of G216is not repaid by any appreciable increase in accuracy. The author
agrees entirely with this point of view. The intricate question of whether a more
accurate result is obtained, in general, by using a high-degree rule or in some other
* The rule ös16' given here uses 52,701 points. However, a similar rule is available which
uses only 27,341 points and will be published. This is, in fact, fewer than v(G2u) but the arrangement of the points is much more complicated.
Stenger [7] has also derived a rule using

49,061 points.
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way is of the utmost importance. The person carrying out the integration usually
wants to know what reliance he may place in his numerical result. This may or may
not be related to the degree of the polynomial that the rule will integrate exactly.
There is both need for and scope for such an investigation.
The rules derived in this paper may be of use in such a general analysis of integration formulae. However, the purpose of this paper is merely to indicate how rules
of particular degree may be constructed.
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